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The viability of surgical brain implants depend on high quality electrode development 
and construction. In our lab, we construct tetrodes (four twisted electrodes) that allow us to 
isolate single unit activity in dense hippocampal cell layers. Gold-plating electrode tips lowers 
impedance, improving the yield of isolated single units, increasing signal-to-noise ratios, and 
minimizing noise overlap. However, excessive gold-plating increase the probability of wires 
shorting. Tetrodes with shorts effectively become tritrodes or stereotrodes, resulting in reduced 
spatial dimensions and decreased ability to sort the electrophysiological signal into 
distinguishable single unit clusters. In this study, we correlated the recording quality of isolated 
single units as a function of electrode impedance, in an effort to determine an optimal impedance 
level for our electrophysiological experiments. Our study found that after gold plating was used 
to reduce the impedance level below 400 kΩ, reducing the impedance past that point, below 400 
kΩ had no effect on improving recording quality. For future tetrode construction, the gold 
plating process will be limited once the impedance level is below 400 kΩ to decrease the risk of 





Recent advances in electrophysiological recording and stimulation have restored 
voluntary function in a patient’s own paralyzed limbs (Friedenberg et al., 2017). Studies have 
implanted a Utah microelectrode array into a patient’s primary motor cortex enabling them to 
carry out some functions and tasks (Friedenberg et al., 2017). Consequently, the quality and 
specificity of the electrodes can significantly impact these types of interventions. 
The hippocampus is a brain region that has been implicated in the progression of 
diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease and Dementia. Understanding the normal, non-disease 
state of the hippocampus could improve the understanding of the neurobiology of memory 
formation and ultimately interventions to treat memory disorders (Setti et al., 2017). The rat 
hippocampus is an effective model as it shares many similarities with the human hippocampus 
(Clark et al., 2013). In my lab, we conduct single unit recording from the rat hippocampus to 
collect and analyze data on the activity of place cells, which have been considered to play a key 
role in memory formation. Past studies utilizing single unit recording made use of stereotrodes 
due to their ability to discriminate and record from extracellular action potentials (McNaughton 
et al., 1983). Using stereotrodes, it can be difficult to distinguish between multiple single units 
when clusters of spikes overlap. Tetrodes lead to a marked improvement in recording quality 
because additional electrodes provide more spatial dimensions for spike sorting (Gray et al., 
1995) 
 High impedance in tetrodes typically results in reduced neural recording ability. High 
impedances lead to increased thermal noise and signal loss to shunt pathways (Ferguson et al., 
2009). Additionally, a high impedance electrode only picks up a signal very close to the tip, 
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however with tetrodes our goal is to pick up multiple cells from around the tip and differentiate 
between them, which is why we need lower impedance. 
Hippocampal cells are very densely packed compared to other areas of the body. This 
makes it very difficult to distinguish one single unit from another. Improved tetrodes would 
make it easier to discriminate against different cell types. The hippocampal cells we record from, 
also referred to as clusters and single units, are place cells, which serve to create a spatial or 
cognitive map (O’Keefe et al., 1978). Neuroscientists constantly aim to construct novel 
neurotechnologies with improved recording quality by lowering impedance and increasing 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Peak SNR compares the level of the desired signal to the level of 
background noise in a recording. Improved recording quality is associated with higher Peak SNR 
(Ferguson et al., 2009). Other variables of interest with recording quality are the isolation score, 
which measures how well separated the clusters are (Joshua et al., 2007), and noise overlap 
which indicates the level of additional noise within a cluster. In recordings high noise overlap 
can result from unwanted noise artifacts. Ideal recordings will have a high Peak SNR, a high 
isolation score, and a low noise overlap. My role in an ongoing single unit recording project is to 
determine if there is an optimal level of gold plating at which we will have the best recording 
quality, and past which further gold plating will not result in improved quality. Finding the best 
method for improved Peak SNR and higher numbers of single units would have a positive impact 
on electrode use in both the hippocampus and any other region of interest within the brain. 









Tetrodes may be covered with gold plating at the tips to lower impedance. A limitation of 
gold plating is that too much of it causes a short between the tetrode tips. Shorting leads to the 
loss of a dimension of spatial information, resulting in decreased ability to determine spatial 
information regarding the location of the cell cluster in the hippocampus. A method of improving 
the gold plating process and lowering impedance significantly is through the use of polyethylene 
glycol (PEG). PEG additive slows down the gold plating process and prevents the shorts from 
happening too quickly (Ferguson et al., 2009). 
In the current study the goal was to examine the effect of tetrode impedance on the ability 
to simultaneously record multiple cells on a single tetrode.  Quality of recording was 
operationally defined as the number of differentiated cell clusters, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, 
Isolation Score, and Noise overlap. 
Figure 1 – (Above-left) Tetrodes are used within the hippocampus to isolate single unit activity. The tetrode is composed of four electrodes. 
Here the electrode/channel 1 is closest to Cell A, while the electrode/channel 2 is closest to Cell B. (Above-middle) Spike waveforms will 
have greater amplitudes at the channel the cell is closest to. In the red graph, since Cell A is closest to channel 1, the largest waveform is at 
channel 1. In the blue graph, since Cell B is closest to channel 2, the largest waveform is at channel 3. (Right) Spike Sorting a Single Tetrode, 
the spikes are present closer to the channel that the cells are closest to 
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My specific hypotheses were: 
1) We expect that with lower impedance we will have better recording quality and the number 
of differentiated cells recorded simultaneously will increase. This expectation is because 
increased numbers of cell clusters is associated with improved recording quality and 
Ferguson et. al (2009) observed that reduced impedance results in improved recording 
quality. 
2) We expect that with lower impedance we will have better recording quality and an increased 
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the average waveform of identified clusters in the 
recording. The Peak SNR is the degree to which the amplitude of the spike wave form is 
variable and reflects on how stable the amplitude is. Our expectation is because Ferguson et. 
al (2009) observed a higher Peak SNR in recordings with reduced impedance. 
3) We expect that with lower impedance we will have better recording quality and an increased 
Isolation Score of the average waveform of identified clusters in the recording. A low 
Isolation Score indicates the cluster of interest is close to other clusters. A high Isolation 
Score indicates that the cluster of interest is farther, and better separated, from other clusters. 
High Isolation Scores are indicators of better recording quality (Joshua et al., 2007). 
Ferguson et. al (2009) observed that reduced impedance results in improved recording 
quality. 
4) We expect that with lower impedance we will have better recording quality and a decreased 
Noise Overlap of the of the average waveform of identified clusters in the recording. Noise 
Overlap is the degree to which the clusters overlap with background clusters. Our expectation 
is because low Noise Overlap is associated with improved recording quality and Ferguson et. 




Subjects - Fourteen, 12-month-old, virgin F344 rats (Envigo). The animals had no prior training 
and were stored in individual housing with a 12-hour light/dark cycle. On arrival the animals 
were handled and marked. The rats were food restricted to 85% of their free-feeding body 
weights. Research protocol was approved by the University of Connecticut IACUC. 
Procedure - Soon after arrival the rats were trained to run on a linear maze. Following 
acclimation to the linear maze by achieving 60 runs in 10 minutes repeatedly, the rats were 
trained to complete 20 runs in 5 minutes, three times, with a 5-minute break in between each 
trial. 
 Once a rat demonstrated its ability to complete the expected task, it was prepared for 
surgery, during which a hyperdrive was inserted into the dorsal and ventral hippocampus. The 
hyperdrive device consists of sixteen tetrodes made from Sandvik nickel-chrome tetrode wire. 
Each tetrode is a collection of four electrodes with individual recording capability; each 
electrode serves to provide additional information regarding the spatial 
layout of the cells, allowing us to differentiate among multiple 
neighboring cells. 
Gold Plating Method - We compared the recording quality of tetrodes that 
were plated in gold solution with and without PEG additive. To plate the 
four tips of the tetrode, they are submerged in Sifco gold solution, then 
current is run through one tip at a time and gold particles stick to that tip. 
The longer current is run, the more gold particles buildup, further increasing surface area. Shorting 
Figure 2- Tetrode Tips 
before gold plating (A) and 




occurs when the gold buildup becomes too big and touches the gold buildup of a surrounding 
electrode tip.  
We generally aimed for about 250 kilohms for each 
tetrode. The tetrodes were attached to carriers so that they 
could be moved within the hippocampus manually post-
surgery. The tetrodes within the hyperdrive were interfaced 
through the use of Neuralynx Electrode Interface Boards. 
After the animals’ recovery from the surgery, we recorded 
electrophysiological activity while the animals completed the 
trials on the linear maze which they were trained for. During 
the post-surgery period we collected recordings as the rat 
experiences six novel conditions. 
After completing electrophysiological recording, we conducted spike sorting analysis. 
We used Mountainsort 4 to sort spikes into separate cell clusters (Chung et al., 2017). To be 
considered a valid cell the cluster data needed to pass four criteria: a Peak SNR higher than 1.5, 
an isolation greater than 0.95, a noise overlap below 0.03, and a firing rate higher than 0.001 Hz.  
Analysis - We inspected how the impedance levels relate to the number of clusters, Peak SNR, 
Isolation Score, and the Noise Overlplaps. For our purposes, we only used a tetrode’s recording 
with its highest Peak SNR or its recording with the most cell clusters. Additionally, only tetrodes 
with at least 2 clusters were used. Within the tetrode, each of the four electrodes can have 
different impedance values. For our analysis, we looked at the lowest impedances value of the 
four electrodes within a tetrode. Since the values of impedances within a tetrode can vary by 
small or large amounts, we chose to focus on only the lowest impedance and how it compared to 
Figure 3- (Top-left) Front view of a 
surgically implanted rat and hyperdrive. 
(Bottom-left) Top-down view of a 
surgically implanted rat and hyperdrive. 
(Top-right) Bottom view of the device. The 
holes in the center contain tetrodes. 
(Bottom-left) Side view of the device with 
a tetrode lowered 4 mm. 
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the number of clusters, Peak SNR, Isolation Score, and Noise Overlap. It is very difficult to have 
each electrode within the tetrode have the same impedance value, focusing on a single electrode 
with the lowest value, would be a better reflection of the lowest impedance we could reach with 
gold plating, as opposed to the average value across four electrodes, which would be a higher 
impedance overall.  
 
We then analyzed the amplitude histograms, auto-correlograms, and firing rate maps for 
each cluster. The amplitude histogram displays the distribution of the amplitudes. The auto-
correlogram is a visual display of the periodicity. The firing rate indicates how frequently the cell 
fires. After completion of cluster identification, we will compare the number of clusters per 
Figure 4- Example of cluster analysis (Top) cluster waveforms, each row represents the recording from a different tetrode channel, 
each of the 9 columns represents a separate spike that has been recorded (Bottom) Cluster metrics, including cluster number, burst, 
duration, firing rate, Isolation Score, Noise Overlap, number of events, overlap, Peak AMA, Peak Noise, Peak SNR, time1seconds, 
and time2_seconds. Cells with poor cluster metrics are not used for our analyses. To be considered a good cluster cells must have 
a Peak SNR higher than 1.5, an isolation score greater than 0.95, a noise overlap below 0.03, and a firing rate higher than 0.001 Hz. 
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tetrode, and the peak SNR to the lowest impedance within the tetrode. As each of the four 
electrodes within the tetrode may have a unique impedance, we compared to the average 
impedance of the tetrode. We plotted the number of clusters as a function of impedance, and 
separately plot the peak SNR as a function of impedance. A Pearson’s correlation test was 
conducted to determine significance with the R-value and the p-value. 
Results 
This experiment used fourteen rodents, from which we examined 88 cells, 25 tetrodes, 
and 72 complex spikes. In our experiment we record data from both putative interneurons and 
putative pyramidal neurons (complex spikes). For the purposes of this experiment, we are only 
interested in complex spikes as they are involved in spatial mapping. Figure 5 displays the 
number of clusters as a function of the impedance from a tetrode. Of the four elecctrodes that 
make up the tetrode, Figure 5 is focusing on how the electrode with the impedance compares 
with the number of clusters recorded by the tetrode. The tetrode recordings are separated into 
those with a standard deviation of less than 50 kΩ across the four elecctrodes within the tetrode 
and those with a standard deviation of more than 50 kΩ across the four elecctrodes within the 
tetrode. This threshold was chosen as below 50 kΩ standard deviation is considered minimal 
deviation across the four electrodes, while above 50 kΩ is considered more significant deviation 
across the four electrodes. Neither of the groups showed correlation between the number of 
clusters and the impedance (Standard deviation<50: R=0.428, p>0.10, Standard Deviation>50: 





Figure 5 – Number of Clusters as a Function of Impedance (kΩ). Only considering tetrodes with 2 or more clusters. This compares 
the tetrodes with less than 50 kΩ standard deviation from the average impedance with tetrodes that have more than 50 kΩ 
standard deviation from the average impedance. The dotted line for each group represents the line of best fit for the points that 
fall within each group. 
 
Figure 6 displays the number of clusters as a function of the standard deviation of 
impedance within a tetrode. Figure 6 compares whether the standard deviation from the average 
impedance across the four electrodes correlates with the number of clusters recorded by the 
tetrode. This comparison served to show if there was any influence of the standard deviation 
across the four electrodes on the number of clusters that were recorded from. Only recordings 
with 2 or more clusters were used. The tetrode recordings are separated into two groups, those 
with an average impedance of less than 250 kΩ across the four elecctrodes within the tetrode and 












































tetrode. Neither of the groups showed correlation between the number of clusters and the 
standard deviation of impedance (Impedance<250: R=0.180, p>0.10, Impedance>250: R=-0.122, 
p>0.10). This indicates that the standard deviation of impedance within a tetrode does not relate 
to the number of clusters. 
 
 
Figure 6 - Number of Clusters as a Function of Standard Deviation (kΩ). Only considering tetrodes with 2 or more clusters. This 
compares the tetrodes with less than 250 kΩ average impedance with tetrodes that have more than 250 kΩ Average 
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Figure 7 displays the Peak SNR as a function of the impedance from a tetrode. Of the 
four elecctrodes that make up the tetrode, Figure 7 is focusing on how the electrode with the 
impedance compares with the Peak SNR recorded by the tetrode. Only Peak SNR recordings 
above 1.5 and with 2 or more clusters were used. The tetrode recordings are separated into by 
those with a standard deviation of less than 50 kΩ across the four elecctrodes within the tetrode 
and those with a standard deviation of more than 50 kΩ across the four elecctrodes within the 
tetrode. Neither of the groups showed correlation between the number of clusters and the  
impedance (STDEV<50: R=-0.008, p>0.10, STDEV>50: R=-0.259, p>0.10). This indicates that 
the impedance within a tetrode does not relate to the Peak SNR. 
 
Figure 7 – Peak SNR as a Function of Impedance (kΩ). Only considering tetrodes with 2 or more clusters. Only using Peak SNR 
recordings greater than 1.5. The tetrodes used must have This compares the tetrodes with less than 50 kΩ standard deviation 
from the average impedance with tetrodes that have more than 50 kΩ standard deviation from the average impedance. The 
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Figure 8 displays the isolation score as a function of the  impedance from a tetrode. Of 
the four elecctrodes that make up the tetrode, Figure 8 is focusing on how the electrode with the  
impedance compares with the isolation score recorded by the tetrode. Only isolation score 
recordings above 0.95 and with 2 or more clusters were used. The tetrode recordings are 
separated into by those with a standard deviation of less than 50 kΩ across the four elecctrodes 
within the tetrode and those with a standard deviation of more than 50 kΩ across the four 
elecctrodes within the tetrode. Neither of the groups showed correlation between isolation score 
and the  impedance (STDEV<50: R=-0.174, p>0.10, STDEV>50: R=-0.250, p>0.10). This 
indicates that the  impedance within a tetrode does not relate to the isolation score. 
 
Figure 8 – Isolation Score as a Function of Impedance (kΩ). Only considering tetrodes with 2 or more clusters. Only using 
isolation score recordings greater than 0.95. This compares the tetrodes with less than 250 kΩ impedance with tetrodes that 
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Figure 9 displays the noise overlap as a function of the  impedance from a tetrode. Of the 
four elecctrodes that make up the tetrode, Figure 9 is focusing on how the electrode with the  
impedance compares with the noise overlap recorded by the tetrode. Only noise overlap 
recordings less than 0.03 and with 2 or more clusters were used. The tetrode recordings are 
separated into by those with a standard deviation of less than 50 kΩ across the four elecctrodes 
within the tetrode and those with a standard deviation of more than 50 kΩ across the four 
elecctrodes within the tetrode. Neither of the groups showed correlation between the number of 
clusters and the  impedance (STDEV<50: R=0.098, p>0.10, STDEV>50: R=0.228, p>0.10). This 
indicates that the  impedance within a tetrode does not relate to the noise overlap. 
 
Figure 9 – Noise Overlap as a Function of Impedance (kΩ). Only considering tetrodes with 2 or more clusters. Only using Noise 
Overlap recordings with less than 0.03. This compares the tetrodes with less than 50 kΩ standard deviation from the average 
impedance with tetrodes that have more than 50 kΩ standard deviation from the average impedance. The dotted line for each 
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The goal of this thesis was to determine whether there is an optimal level of gold plating 
at which we will have the best recording quality, and past which further gold plating will not 
result in improved quality. Knowing this optimal level exists would result in improved Peak 
SNR and higher numbers of single units. This would have a positive impact on electrode use for 
differentiating densely packed hippocampal cells. Additionally, having a specific ideal level of 
gold plating would reduce the time needed for tetrode construction, and reduce the risk of shorts 
during tetrode construction. 
For this experiment, we sought to have the impedance as low as possible, but generally 
aimed for about 250 kilohms for each tetrode. Following the hyperdrive device implantation, we 
recorded electrophysiological activity while the animals completed the trials on the linear maze 
which they were trained for. After completing electrophysiological recording, we conducted 
spike sorting analysis. We inspected how the impedance levels compared to the number of 
clusters, Peak SNR, Isolation Score, and Noise Overlap. 
1) Expected – It was expected that with lower impedance we will have better recording quality 
and the number of cells recorded simultaneously will increase. This expectation was because 
increased numbers of cell clusters is associated with improved recording quality and 
Ferguson et. al (2009) observed that reduced impedance results in improved recording 
quality. 
Observed – It was observed that there was not an increase in the number of clusters as the 




Possible reason for discrepancy – It is possible that the level of impedance that results in an 
increased number of clusters was already passed with all of these tetrodes. It appears that 
after the impedance is lowered passed 400 kΩ there is no effect on improved recording 
quality. 
2) Expected – It was expected that with lower impedance we will have better recording quality 
and the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the recording will increase. The Peak SNR is 
the degree to which the amplitude of the spike wave form is variable and reflects on how 
stable the amplitude is. Our expectation was because Ferguson et. al (2009) observed a 
higher Peak SNR in recordings with reduced impedance. 
Observed – It was observed that there was not an increase in Peak SNR as the impedance 
decreased (STDEV<50: R=-0.008, p>0.10, STDEV>50: R=-0.259, p>0.10). 
Possible reason for discrepancy – It is possible that the level of impedance that results in an 
increased Peak SNR was already passed with all of these tetrodes. It appears that after the 
impedance is lowered passed 400 kΩ there is no effect on improved recording quality. 
3) Expected – It was expected that with lower impedance we will have better recording quality 
and the isolation score of the recording will increase. A low Isolation Score indicates the 
cluster of interest is close to other clusters. A high Isolation Score indicates that the cluster of 
interest is farther, and better separated, from other clusters. High Isolation Scores are 
indicators of better recording quality (Joshua et al., 2007). Ferguson et. al (2009) observed 
that reduced impedance results in improved recording quality. 
Observed – It was observed that there was not an increase in isolation score as the 
impedance decreased (STDEV<50: R=-0.174, p>0.10, STDEV>50: R=-0.250, p>0.10). 
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Possible reason for discrepancy – It is possible that the level of impedance that results in an 
increased isolation score was already passed with all of these tetrodes. It appears that after 
the impedance is lowered passed 400 kΩ there is no effect on improved recording quality. 
4) Expected – It was expected that with lower impedance we will have better recording quality 
and the noise overlap of the recording will decrease. Noise overlap is the degree to which the 
clusters overlap with background clusters. Our expectation Was because low noise overlap is 
associated with improved recording quality and Ferguson et. al (2009) observed that reduced 
impedance results in improved recording quality. 
Observed – It was observed that there was not decrease in noise overlap as the impedance 
decreased (STDEV<50: R=0.098, p>0.10, STDEV>50: R=0.228, p>0.10). 
Possible reason for discrepancy – It is possible that the level of impedance that results in a 
decreased noise overlap was already passed with all of these tetrodes. It appears that after the 
impedance is lowered passed 400 kΩ there is no effect on improved recording quality. 
Summary and Conclusions 
During this experiment, gold plating was used to reduce the impedance level below 400 
kΩ. This study found in our devices that reduced impedance below 400 kΩ had no effect on 
improving recording quality. For future tetrode construction, the gold plating will be limited 
once the impedance level is below 400 kΩ to decrease the risk of shorting the tetrode, and to 
reduce the time it takes to construct a hyperdrive device.  
Notably, if we had more data to look at, we could have potentially seen more of a 
relationship between Isolation Score and impedance, as well as Noise Overlap and impedance. 
This is because, despite not being significant, both comparisons appeared to show a minimal 
trend toward a relationship. If we had included data from higher impedance electrodes, above 
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400 kΩ, we would expect to see a relationship between the variables we examined and the 
electrode impedance. This expectation is based on past research that has shown relationships 
between recording quality and impedance levels (Ferguson et al., 2009). If we opened up our 
analysis to all the data we collected, not just to those clusters/units that passed our four criteria 
(Peak SNR higher than 1.5, an isolation greater than 0.95, a noise overlap below 0.03, and a 
firing rate higher than 0.001 Hz), we may have seen a relationship between impedance and our 
variables. In our current experiment we only have good cluster recordings. If we opened up the 
experiment to include more clusters below the cutoff, we would have a wider mixture of “good” 
and “bad” clusters. It would be expected that as the impedance was lowered there would have 
been a greater proportion of “good” clusters compared to “bad” clusters. This may have shown a 
relationship between impedance and recording quality. 
Potential Procedural Improvements for Similar Future Experiments 
Future experiments may benefit from a wider range of data. This experiment only had 
impedance levels ranging from about 75 and 375. Data from a wider range of impedances could 
better assist in understanding how reduced impedance levels relate to improved recording 
quality, as can be measured through the number of clusters, the Peak SNR, the isolation score, 
and the noise overlap. However, there are difficulties with expanding the range in either 
direction. Reducing the impedance further would necessitate in increased gold plating at the tips. 
Yet increased gold plating increases the risk of shorting the tetrode tips. Shorting leads to the 
loss of a dimension of spatial information, which limits the ability to determine spatial 
information regarding the location of the cell cluster (Ferguson et al., 2009). Alternatively, 
intentionally increasing impedance is expected to reduce recording ability. Construction of the 
hyperdrive device is an expensive and time-consuming process, intentionally constructing a 
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limited device that would have reduced recording capabilities could be considered a waste of 
resources. In addition to the investment in time and resources, the rodents used in this 
experiment are only able to sustain a single surgery for device implantation. Therefore, installing 
a recording device with higher impedance would limit the data collection from the rodents, 
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